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b. Lake Worth Inlet, Floridaa. Jupiter Inlet, Florida
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E PRANCE ~
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c. Ponce de Leon Inlet, Florida

gution Chenny gi

d. Training dike to control location of
navigation channel in a weir jetty system

Figure 3.19 Typical Jetty Pair Configurations  Jones and .lehta,
1977, pp. 54 and 57; Weggel, 1981, p. 24!
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withstand the attacking forces. Rubble mound or broad-based concrete

structures are designed to protect entrances on the open ocean or large

lakes. Where waves are not severe, timber, steel and concrete sheet

piles have been used successfully in jetty construction. On small

lakes, jetties can often be free-standing sheet pile structures  Qunham

and Finn, 1974!. Details of examples of structural variations are

presented in Chapter 4.

The functional design of jetties is considered in the first part of

this section. Since the primary purpose of a jetty system is to

maintain a fixed navigation channel, navigation requirements and channel

design are prime determinants of entrance jetty design. Channel depth
and width are governed by the size, type and number of user vessels.

Constraints are imposed on the allowable channel cross-section by inlet

hydraulics  Weggel, 198L!. The reader should refer to CKRC �977! for

further information on these and other controlling factors. Methods of

harbor planning and channel design are beyond the scope of this work.

It is stressed, however, that practical jetty design cannot proceed

without an understanding of these topics.

It is necessary that jetties extend through the nearshoze region to

bar sediment from entezing the channel. As a consequence, however,

downdrift beaches are deprived of the natural longshore sand supply

needed to maintain shoreline equilibrium. The resulting erosion and

damages to coastal properties downdrift of a jettied inlet can be

devastating and far reaching. In Florida, for example, it is not

uncommon to have Large stretches of shoreline adjacent to inlets

undergoing recession at rates of 10 ft �.0 m! per year  Walton, 1979!.

For this reason, all jetty systems should include some plan for
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artificially bypassing material past the inlet to adjacent shores. Sand

bypassing methods are surveyed in the final portion of this section.

Geometrical Com onents

As previously emphasized, jetty design and placement are wholly

dependent on the overall harbor layout and entrance design. Channel

width and depth are dictated principally by navigation requirements.

The extent to which jetties will be relied upon to maintain this channel

design must be evaluated. The ability of tidal currents to flush

naturally and preserve the channel  Chapter 2! is an important variable.

Similarly, the degree to which it is necessary and practical to bar

littoral drift must be assessed, with careful thought to the potential

for downdrift erosion. Xn the following paragraphs, the components of

jetty design are reviewed in light of these and other considerations.

~Len th. Length fa the fundamental parameter in jetty planning.

Jetties extend at least into the normal breaker zone, the band of

longshore movement  Table 2.1!. The structures sometimes extend seaward

as fax as the contour equivalent to the anticipated channel depth  CKRC,

1977!. Length is often specified with reference to the normal

undisturbed distribution of drift in the profile. This distributi.on

is, however, likely to be altered by the presence of the jetties.

Modifications must be anticipated and considered in the design phase

 Bruun, 1978!.

The extreme ends of relatively short jetties are inside the zone of

normal uninterrupted drift. Depths seaward of these jetties will have

to be maintained either by natural tidal flushing or by dredging.

Economic optimization of design requires evaluation of the unit cost



 initial and future! per jetty length plus the cost of maintenance

dredging for various jetty lengths.

Few benefits are realized by constructing jetties of excessive

length. Safety is gained against sudden shoalings, as might occur

during severe storms, but properly planned and maintained dredged traps

provide a similar measure of security  Hruun, 1978!. As jetty length

and drift storage capacity are increased, the likelihood for detrimental

shore erosion correspondingly escalates. For longer jetties, systems

for sand bypassing must be included in planning and in economic

analyses.

~Ali nnent. The layout of entrance jetties is planned with regard

to the geometry of the navigation channel, inlet and shoals. 3ecause

structure costs are minimized in the shallow water over existing shoals,

these features usually' dictate t' he most economical alignment. A review

of historical data of inlet migration and shoaling patterns will provide

useful information on the anticipated behavior of the inlet. The

structures should be positioned to take advantage of any beneficial

natural processes, provided these will not be altered by construction

 Weggel, 1981!.

Careful consideration must, be given to navigation safety factors.

Channel and jetty alignment should be such that small craft entering and

traversing the channel are protected from wave action. Ebb tidal

currents can cause wave steepening at the seaward ends of jetties. This

is a critical consideration, as the steepened waves can break over the

ocean bar  Chapter 2!, making navigation conditions hazardous  Weggel,

1981!.



Familiarity wi,th the site sedimentation characteristics is

necessary to evaluate the impounding capacity of a proposed project.

Jetties at right angles to the accreted shoreline, approximately

parallel to the direction of wave attack, have greater impounding

capacity per unit length than structures at acute angles. @hen the

alignment angle is acute, drift can pass around the seaward end of the

structure and channel maintenance is necessitated sooner  CERC, 1977!.

~gei bt. It is generally not economical to build Jetties to a

height that prevents overtopping by extreme waves. Jetty crest

elevation is chosen to prevent overtopping for some lesser design wave

and ~ster level condition. The effects of exceeding design conditions

should be investigated. Design is optimized by comparing the initial

cost of a higher structure with the higher maintenance and repair costs

and decreased benefits of a less substantial jetty  Weggel, 1981!.

Since wave energy lessens toward the shore, considerable savings

can be realized by progressively reducing the structure cross-section as

the water becomes shallower. The leading edge must withstand the full

force of waves from any direction. Shoreward, rubble mounds may be

decreased in height and size of armor protection, as in Figure 3.20.

Similarly, sheet pile structures require progressively less penetration

toward the shore  Dunham and. Finn, 1974!.

The function of weir jetty systems for sand bypassing is discussed

later in this section. A low height segment is built into the updrift

jetty to form a weir. Sand is transported, by waves and tidal currents,

over the segment to a deposition basin and pumped from there to

downdrift beaches to halt their recession. A. typical plan is shown in

Figure 3.21. The low sill is placed seaward of the intersection of the
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Fi,gure 3.20 Shoreward Decrease in Rubble Mound Jetty Cross-
Section  Dunham and Finn, 1974, p. 62!
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Figure 3.21 Elements of a Typical Weir Jetty
System  Weggel, 1981, p. 13!
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updrif t shoreline with the jetty. Existing weir jetties have wei.r

lengths of 580 to 1800 ft �77 to 549 m!.

Weir elevation is a key parameter. To afford wave protection to a

dredge operating in the basin the weir crest should be high; however, to

control sedimentation the section should be as low as possible.

Compromises must be made to achieve an optimum overall design.

Generally, the weir crest elevation has been specified as the mean tide

level  MTL! in areas with a tidal range of 2 to 5 ft �.6 to 1.5 m!,

as the Atlantic coast, and at mean low water  HLW! in low tidal range

areas, as the GuLf Coast. Weir jetties are not suitable for coasts with

a large tidal range, on the order of 12 to 15 ft � 7 to 4.6 m!, sInce

transport of sand over the weir would be limited to a small part of the

tidal period  Weggel, 1981!. Details of weir design and hydraulics are

reviewed thoroughly by Weggel �981!. Weir jetty inlet +provement case

histories are presented by Purpura, et. al. �977!, Jones and Mehta

�977!, Magnuson �965! and Parker �979!.

prohibit littoral drift from passing through them into the inlet. The

allowable structure permeability depends on the effects of transmitted.

waves and shoaling in the channel. At Mission Bay Inlet, California,

the permeabilI.ty of the rubble mound jetties precipitated a major

problem. Before 1954, when the jetties were built, it was the local

practice to place core rock  "C" rock! up to MLLW and to continue with

cap rock only through the wave and tide zone. The large voids �5 to 40

percent! inherent in this placement allowed an excessive amount of sand

to pass through the Mission Bay jetties into the entrance channel.
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Sealing portions of the jetties with a mixture of concrete and bentonite

effectively reduced this objectionable shoaling  Herron, 1972!.

Si le vs. Paired Jetties. Jetties can be single or double. The

response of U.S. tidal inlets to the construction of single jetties is

documented by Kieslich and Mason �975!. From a navigation standpoint,

entrance channels were not improved by the installation of single

updrift jetties. The structures generally resulted in undesirably

narrow channels in proximity to the jetties  Figure 3.22!. Maintenance

dredging was usually required within a few years of construction,

followed by the addition of a second jetty at a later date.

Occasionally, a rocky headland or other natural formation can serve

as a jetty on one flank of a channel. The fi.rst weir jetty system

 Figure 3.23! resulted from exploitation of a conveniently placed low

reef at Hillsboro Inlet, Florida  Parker, 1979!. Similarly, * suitably

located offshore reef  Figure 3.24! can provide a natural inlet

bypassing system, as on cindia's east coast  Brunn, 197S!. in these

special cases, it might be acceptable to bui.ld only one jetty.

A jetty is normally requi.red on each flank of the inlet entrance.

Spacing of the jetty pair is specified in the overall harbor design with

consideration to navigation and hydraulic factors. The size of the

tidal prism largely determines the cross-sectional area of the channel.

Jetty spacing has an influence on the relative dimensions of the

channel, the width to depth ratio. Structures spaced too far apart may

allow shoaling, resulting in inadequate water depths. Too close a

spacing can result in channel scouring, which can undermine jetty

foundations and, in the extreme, cause complete structural failure

{Weggel, 1981!. Jetty spacing should allow for protective berms on both
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Figure 3.23 Natural Reef in Weir Jetty System,
Hillsboro Inlet. Florida  Jones
and Mebta, 1977, p. 54!

Pigure 3.24 Natural Inlet Bypassing on Reef at Sapati,
The Arabian Sea, India  Bruun, 1978, p. 428!
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sides of the channel  Figure 3.25! to prevent undermining of the
structures  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

Erosion and Sand B assin

The construction of a partial or complete barrier to littoral drift

movement may have a significant and adverse effect on adjacent

shorelines. Katerial that was originally transported alongshore is
trapped in the updrift fillet of the structure or diverted offshore.

Natural processes for bypassing inlets  Chapter 2! are altered or

destroyed. There are numerous cases in which the erosion downdrift of a

breakwater or jetty became critical before corrective actions were

taken. En some cases, the total cost of remedial measures equalled or

exceeded the initial project costs. The negative effects of

construction must be anticipated and evaluated from the start. Even in

the first phases of design, the development of a sati.sfactory method to

restore and maintain shoreline stability should be a major concern

 Watts, 1965!.

Sand transfer systems artificially transport material from the

updrift to the downdrift side of a jettied inlet. They serve, in this

way, to abate downdrift erosion. An equally important function of sand

bypassing is to maintain a navigable channel by minimizing shoaling.

The major function of a proposed bypass proj ect must be defined at the

outset. The system can then be tailored to the site conditions. Where

both channel shoaling and downdzift erosion are problems, the quantities

and causes of each are often closely related, and one system can be

installed to benefit both  Richardson, 1977!.

System design factors are presented below in general terms.
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Reviews of pro! ect histories provide the best illustrations of the

principles outlined. Reports on a range of projects are included in

Richardson �977!, Jones and Nehta �977!, CERC �977!, Weggel �981!

and in the proceedings of the biennial ASCE Coastal Engineering
Conferences.

Sand Ficku and Dischar e. Sand can be collected from several

areas, depending on the harbor configuration, littoral characteristics,

and the major purpose of the bypassing system. The various general

pickup sites are marked in Figure 3.26. First, consider systems

intended primarily to bypass sand across an inlet. For a channel

protected by a simple jetty pair, the updrift fillet D is the logical,

sand pickup location. Tf tbe updrift jetty includes a low weir section,

the prime sand source is the impoundment basin C. Sand is accreted in

two locations at an updrift sbore-connected breakwater, areas D and E.

When an offshore breakwater assists in entrance protection, areas 3 and

D are logical placement areas for pickup apparatus. Alternatively, if

the major purpose of the project is channel maintenance, the sand. must

be picked up from the channel shoals or along the paths of shoal

formation, zones Al, A2 and A3  Richardson, 1977!.

The point of discharge on the downdrift side must be given similar

consideration. Tidal currents and littoral drift reversals may tend. to

move the expelled sand back toward the inlet. The discharge point

should be beyond the sphere of influence of the downdrift jetty and

littoral forces tending to move the material in an updrift direction
 CERC, 1977!.

mobility, as suggested by Richardson �977!. A system which utilizes a
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Figure 3.26 Byyassing Systems � Possible Sand
Pi.ckuy Locations  Richardson,
l977, 9. 69!
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dredge pump operating from a pLatform is fixed. A conventional floating

dredge is classed as mobile. Semi-mobile systems establish a fixed

location for the ma!or pumping apparatus awhile part of the equipment is
mobile.

Ln most fixed bypass schemes, sand is picked up through a suction

pipe and pumped through a discharge line to the outlet point. The

dredge pump and other equipment are mounted on a platform or on the

updrift getty {Figure 3.27!. Fixed plants are limited in the amount of

sand they can intercept. Except in optimum locations, all the sand

which is affected by the structures cannot be bypassed with this method.

Sand which escapes around the fixed plant may "landlock" the system by a

gro~ing accretion fillet. However, operating costs, maintenance and

manpower requirements are usually low. Their performance is relatively

unaffected by the wave climate, allowing continual op'eration. They also

pose no hazard to navigation, nor vice versa.

Mobile systems commonly comprise a hydraulic pipeline dredge and

auxiliary equipment. They are used for channel maintenance, operating

from the shoals, and to empty impoundment basins, as areas B, C and E in

Figure 3.26. The pipeline dredge is highLy susceptible to damage by

wave action, and operating costs are relatively high. Their use may

interfere with or totally block the navigation channel. The ability of

mobile plants to clean large areas at a time is, however, a distinct

advantage. A mobile dredge used periodically may intercept more sand

than a fixed plant.

A semi-mobile design developed at the Waterways Experiment Station

is shown in Figure 3.28. When sunk, the mobile jet. pump module

excavates a series of craters in the bottom, forming a littoral drift
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Figure 3.27 Fixed Bypass System - Schematic
Layout  Richardson, l977, p. 71!

Figure 3.28 Semi-Mobile Bypass System�
Schematic Layout.  Richardson,
l977, p. 73!



trap. The centrifugal pump, dredge pump and motors are the fixed

components of the system. The distance between the jet pump and fixed

portion must be Limited for efficient operation. The foundation

materials must be conducive to excavation hy the jet; deposits of

cobbles, large shells, peat 3.ayers and cemented materials would not suit

this purpose. The proposed scheme is usable in exposed waters, as in

the accretion wedge. The semi-mobile plant is quite adaptable to both

project functions and various inlet configurations  Richardson, 1977!.

involves many variables. The system may operate regularly or

periodically, a function of the sand pickup Location. Channel shoal

removal is usually done periodica3.3.y, to minimize interference with

navigation. Bypassing from an accretion fillet must generally be

continubus Operation from an impoundment basin, behind a breakwater or
0

weir, can be carried out on either schedule.

For periodic operation, the system capacity depends largely on

equipment availability and economics. For continuous plants, the

capacity must be sufficiently Large to handle site conditions. but small

enough to be economical  Richardson, 1977!.

Erosion on Zero Net Drift Shores. It seems reasonable to infer

that on coasts with zero net drift, nearshore structures will accrete no

materiaL and induce no downshore erosion. This is generally a valid

assumption. Jetties which have not caused erosion are, in most cases,

on such shores. Occasionally, however, coastal erosion can result from

jetty construction even in areas of zero net Littoral drift.

The damages sustained at the entrance to Tillamook Say, Oregon,

serve as an example. A single north jetty was constructed at the mouth
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of the bay and was later extended. The north shoreline advanced in

immediate response to the structure  Figure 3.29a! even though the

Oregon coast has a Long term zero net littoral drift. As shown in

Pigure 3.29b, a Large shoal formed at the inlet mouth, making the

entrance nearly impassable. Dune and property erosion on Bayocean Spit,

to the south of the entrance, became progressively severe. Homes and

other buildings were destroyed. ln 1952, the spit was breached, and

ocean water and beach sand washed into the bay.

Explanations for the deposition-erosion pattern at Tillamook Bay

were proposed by Komar �976! and Komar and Terich �976!. To maintain

an equilibrium configuration. sand moved alongshore to fill the pocket

formed between the j etty and pre-jetty shoreline. Material also

accumulated in the sheltered areas created by jetty construction.

Accretion of these materials caused the corresponding unanticipated

recession of the spit and adjacent beaches. Because the length of beach

involved was relatively small, the erosion per unit length was

especially severe. As demonstrated, jetty construction can radically

alter wave refraction patterns and upset the natural shoreline

equilibrium, even on zero net, drift coasts, with damaging consequences.

3.4 GROiNS

Groins originate at the backshore and extend, usually perpendicular

to the shore, into the littoral zone to intercept longshore transport,

as shown in Pigure 3.30. Groins can provide or widen beaches by

retaining littoral drift or can stabilize and control erosion of

existing shoreline areas by reducing the rate of loss of sand. Terminal
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A: accretion vredge
8: recession area

Predominant

eave direction

Figure 3.30 Individual Groin Configuration, Plan View
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or barrier grains block. more completely the loagshore movemeat of

sediment and are useful where it is desired to prohibit downdrift

accretioa.

Groias are the most widely used, most controversial aad the least

understood of shore protection structures. Ia many cases, groins have

been successful in bringing about the specified shoreline changes with

Little negative impact. Conversely, many groins have failed or produced

no effect. Too often, they have actually worsened conditions at or

adjacent to the site. Pailed designs result primarily from an

inadequate understanding of groin operation  Santo aad Smith, ia

preparation!.

The mechanics of operation, as related to the site littoral

processes, are detailed below. Poremost among the natural parameters

input to groin design are the magnitude and direction of wave attack,

the shape of the beach profile aad the inteasity of loagshore drift.

Environmental effects, such as the potential recession of downdrift

shores, must be considered as well. These elemeats vary from sita to

site oa a coast aad differ widely for various coastal regions. Even

when consideration is limited to a specific locatioa, there are a number

of design alternatives available to the plaaners. There is no one

absolute groin desiga, ao panacea which will apply in every case.

Rather, recommendations can be made, based oa field observations, model

test results and largely on. past experience and eagineeriag judgment.

Functional design guidelines for groins are preseated in the final

portion of this section.
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Mechanics of 0 eration

Groins disrupt wave motion and break the continuity of longshore

transport. As a result, beach material is accreted on their updrift

sides. The supply of sand to the downdrift .shore is correspondingly

reduced and this area undergoes recession. When the sand-holding

capacity of a groin is reached, further accretion is not possible and

subsequent drift bypasses the groin and resumes its normal course.

Figure 3.30 illustrates a plan view of an individual groin with the

typical shoreline modification it produces.

This sequence may similarly be traced in its effect on the shore

profile  Figure 3.31!. The beach slope on the downdrift side of the

structure lacks nourishment and becomes progressively flatter. The

updrift' slope grows steeper as the movement of sand is interrupted and

the particles are accreted. The sediment gathered most readily is thy

coarser fraction of the beach sand in transit, as the finer material

remains in turbulent suspension. When the groin is "full", either in

surface profile or areal pattern, impoundment, ceases. Sand then passes

over its top or around its seaward end, or both.

Groins are most often installed in a series, a groin field, to

affect a 1arger segment of the coast. The action of each groin in the

group is essentially the same as that of an individual groin. Figure

3.32 demonstrates the typical scalloped shoreline which results from

this system. The spacing of individual units in the field and the order

of groin construction. both critical factors, are discussed

subsequently.

The decrease in the rate of longshore transport caused by groins

can be explained in terms of wave energy. As discussed in Chapter 2,
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Groin Profile
SECTION

Figure 3.31 Typical Groin Section  CERC, 1977, p. 5-35!

Resvl ting Shoreline

Direction of Longshore Transport

SArZA'

Figure 3.32 Typical Groin Field Shoreline Configuration  CERC, 1977,
p. 5-35!
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breaking ~aves transmit energy to the coast, facilitating the transport

of sediment within the surf zone. The transport rate is directly

proportional to the lateral or alongshore component of wave energy. As

the breaker angle, + , decreases, the longshore component and thereforeb'

the lateral transport of drift are lessened. At the limit when + ~0,
b

wave attack is normal to the shore and the wave energy available for

littoral transport is theoretically zero. A well-engineered groin

system capitalizes on this principle. The modified shoreline between

adjacent groins tends toward a stable alignment normal to the

predominant direction of wave attack. Thus, the lateral dissipation of

energy and the corresponding rate of transport along the coastline are

minimized  Inman and Frautschy, 1965! .

There is evidence that sediment accretion is not confined to the

region shoreward of the groin end. In a prototype investigation of

impermeable groins  Hawley, 1976!, accretion extended offshore after

initial filling of the system. The accreted profile refracted waves

breaking further offshore, thereby reducing wave energy reaching the

coast. This process appears to be an additional mechanism which

encourages a stable foreshore topography. A similar phenomenon was

noted by Allen and Nordstrom �977! in review of the effect of groins at

Sandy Hook, New Jersey. The groins tended to deflect a portion. of the

drift seaward, causing the growth of longshore bars. The bars act

effectively as wave energy filters. Where there is a high volume of

littoral drift, longshore bars may build up vertically into small spits,

recurve into the beach and, with overwash, prograde downdrift shores.

This subaqueous spit growth model is illustrated in Figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.33 Subaqueous Spit Growth Model
 Allea aad Nordstrom, 1977, p. 45!
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Groins cannot serve their intended function where there is

insufficient sediment flow. In environments of comparatively little

drift the structures may well be a detriment to the region, causing

significant recession of the shoreline. The installation of groins must

be restricted to areas of substantial sand movement.

Some recession of downdrift shores may be expected at a

successfully operating groin system. However, severe downdrift erosion

can quickly result from an improperly designed system. Corrective

actions must be planned and enacted to prevent such damage. A commonly

recommended and viable remedy is artificial nourishment, a replenishme~t

of the beach material with fill from another location. By placing sand

at the updrift end of a groin system, the amount of material transported

by longshore currents is increased. While the groins will subsequently

entrap a portion of the drift,, the sand supply to neighboring beaches is

relatively uninterrupted. Nourishment may be carried out periodically,

as a maintenance measure, or solely during the construction phase.

Geometrical Co onents

Despite differences in design and appearance, all groins comprise

certain geometrical components. These are length, height, alignment

relative to the shore and, for groin f'ields, spacing. The order of

groin field construction should also be planned during the design phase.

The state-of-the-art of groin design does not comprise a wealth of

theoretical principles; design is based largely on empirical rules and

local experience and practice. Design guidelines and recommendations

set forth in the literature are summarized below. The typical groin

configuration proposed by CERC �971! is highlighted.
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The key and initial criterion in the design of an individual or

group of groins is the extent to which i.t is intended to hinder

longshore transport. The measure of sand it is desired to entrap, the

minimum beach width, must be quantified. Careful study and judgment

must be used in formulating this decision.

As a design aid, a refraction diagram should be plotted for the

mean wave condition, that which produces the greatest longshore

transport rate. The expected shape and position of the accreted

shoreline are evaluated on this schematic as approximately normal to the

wave orthogonals  Figure 3.34!. Alternatively, and more simply,

observations of the shapes of beaches impounded at existing groins with

like alignment and wave exposure can be used to approximate the

stabilized shore alignment  CERC, 1977!.

e Quantitative approximations o& the rate and volume of drift at the

site are also useful. Zt may be discovered that the transport rate and

volume are too low to support the proposed groin field without excessive

external nourishment. Such a project might wisely be abandoned after

preliminary analyses.

Compromises must be made between the advantages and drawbacks of

groin construction. For example, the beach width might be dictated by

the requirements for use as a recreational area. The proposed beaches

might be designed as smaller than initially planned to lessen downdrift

erosion.

~Len th. Groin length is analltatlvely described as long or short ,.

the former entrapping more sand than the latter. Length has also been

defined relative to water depth and the distance seaward to the breaking

poin.t of plunging breakers  Balsillie and Berg, 1972!.
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Oirection of Predominant Nave Approach

Figure 3.34 Schematic Diagram of Groin Accretion  CERC, 1977, p. 5-37!

Outer Section

�!

Figure 3.35 Three Section Groin Design  CERC, 1977, p. 5-40!

Original Beach Profile
 b-x-e!

Beach Profile on Updrift Side
of Groin  b-c-d-e!
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It is necessary that groins reach seaward into the region of

littoral transport to impede the passage of drift. As this band of

movement is largely contained within the surf zone, the extension of

conventional groins to this zone is sufficient. The extent of normal

breaker zones  NBZ! for various coasts are approximated in Table 2.1.

The beach profile thx'oughout the NBZ is an influencing factor in the

ability of the groin to accumulate sediment. If there are one or more

bars relatively close to the shoreline, much of the littoral drift in

the area will be concentrated in their immediate vicinity. Nose of the

drift will be "carried" on bar crests and a smaller portion in the

troughs. Groins will trap more material if they span these bars.

Similarly, groins terminating just inside the bar will be less effective

 Brunn and Nanohar, 1963!.

Another important factor in choosing the design length is the

landward extension of the groin. It is imperative that the structures

be tied into a bluff or otherwise keyed into the beach. Flanking and

undermining of the landward end of the groin, the possible consequences

of omitting this design feature, often result in structural failure and

extensive erosion of the beach  Hanson, Perry and Vallace, 1978!.

A standax'd groin design proposed by CERC �977! comprises three

portions  Figure 3.35!: horizontal sections landward �! and seaward

�! ]oined by a sloped intermediate section �!. The length of each

section can be evaluated as follows  CERC, 1977!:

1. The length of the shore section, section 1, is represented by
the distance ac in Figure 3.35. Distance bc is taken from the
sketch of the modified shoreline, Figure 3.34. The length ab
is required to key the groin into the backshox'e. as described
previously.
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The intermediate portion, segment 2, should be angled such
that it parallels approximately the foreshore slope developed
on the updrift side of the groin. The accreted slope will
generally be steeper than the original beach slope, as the
sediment likely to be trapped is the coarser fraction of the
beach material. These larger particles can naturally sustain
steeper slopes. The extension of the seaward. end of section
2, at point d, depends on the construction methods used, the
degree of drift obstruction desired, or the requirements of
swimmers and boaters.

2.

3. The outer section, part 3, comprises all of the groin
extending seaward of the intermediate portion. Again, this
length depends on the amount of littoral drift to be
checked and on local structural practice. The design length
should be such that the original beach profile, bxe, and the
new updrift profile, line bede in Figure 3.35, intersect
within the toe of the groin, as shown.

1. The minimum height of the shore section is the height of
the desired berm, usually the height of maximum high water,
plus the normal wave uprush. If it is undesirable to allow
sand to overtop the structure and travel to beaches downdrift,

~Hei ht. Like groin length, groin height is often referred to

relatively, as low or high. High structures accrete more material,

which creates a greater reduction in the downshore sand supply. Also,

scour in the immediate vicinity of a high groin may occur. Scout is

caused by overtopping waves which spill over the groin crest and remove

material from along the downdrift side, enabling flanking and eventual

failure of the member. At low groins, the effect of such scour is much

less severe  Balsillie and Berg, 1972!. Low groins allow a portion of

the littoral drift to pass over the structure, even immediately after

construction. The supply of sediment to downdrift shores is not totally

curtailed and the recession of these beaches is likely to be less

critical. To minimize the potential for erosion, groins should be

designed as low as possible.

The hei,ght of each groin section 'n Figure 3.35 may be determined

by the criteria recommended by CZRC �977!:
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a high gzoin may be erected. The maximum height of section 1
is then the height of maximum high water plus the height of
storm wave uprush. The height of the shore tie-in, ab in
Figure 3.35 is usually determined by the anticipated use of
the area. On a recreational beach, for example, high shore
sections couLd pose safety hazards and unattractively segment
the backshoze.

2. The intermediate portion parallels the foreshore slope. The
elevation of the Lower end of section 2. point d, is
contingent on the construction methods utilized and the
degree of obstruction the groin is to provide.

3. The horizontaL seaward portion should be as Low as possible
while maintaining useful operation of the structure. Many
existing groins are about 2 ft �.6 m! above mean sea
level  Brunn and Manohar, 1963! .

The CKRC groin design described is a rational model based on

extensive experience and is the prototype for many gzoins constructed in

the United States. However, it is not implied that this design need be

duplicated exactly or in every case. Zt is reemphasized that the design

methods presented are not rules to be strictly adhered to, but

reasonable procedures to be varied and expanded on as judged suitable in

each situation. Foz example, gzoins erected in Europe often have

profiles which are mildly sloped along their entire length to fit more

precisely the cross-sectional geometry of the beaches  Brunn and

Manohar, 1963!.

Groin height and length must be considered concurrently to achieve

the optimum design. Various combinations of length and height cause

different changes in the shoreline configuzation. For example, barrier

groins have been used to block completely the passage of littoral drift.

These structures must be high to prevent overtopping, of substantial

length to prohibit migration of sand around the seaward end, and also be

sufficiently impervious. They may be used to trap sediment on the

updrift side of an inlet or submarine canyon and serve, in such
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instances, as artificial headlands  Dunham, 1965!. In Table 3.4 the

entrayment capabilities of groins of various proportions are presented.

The representative values tabulated, considered as conservative, are

based on a normal breaker zone extension to the 6 ft  le8 m! contour, as

on the Atlantic coast  CERC, 1977!.

~g nein . Connect deteteination of the distance hetween gtoins is

essential to the design of a groin series. If the spacing is too

considerable, the groins will. fail, to function *s a group and cause

excessive erosion. Too small a separation between units is also

disadvantageous. In this case, sediment passing the seaward end of the

groins will tend to be irretrievably diverted offshore.

Spacing is defined as a function of groin length, as a ratio of

length to syacing. For instance, 1:3 signifies a spacing of three times

the length, assuming the groins are of one length. In past practice,

the common range of ratios has been 1:1 to 1:4. A more recent criteria,

recommended by CERC �977! specifies a spacing of 1:2 to 1:3, where the

groin length is measured from the berm crest to the seaward end.

Proper spacing results in accretion fillets which extend from the

updrift side of each groin to the base of the ad]acent updrift groin

 Figure 3.34!. Determination of suitable spacing should be based on a

study of the site conditions as well as economic factors. When an

adequate study cannot be made, it is conservative to space the series

too widely rather than too closely. It is easier to add intermediate

groins, if necessary, at a later date  Saako and Smith, in preparation!.

The sequence of groin construction must be planned during the

design phase. A scheme which will minimize downdrift erosion should be

recommended. Artificial nourishment is often used to fill the new
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Table 3.4 Entrapment Capacities of Groins
 after CERC, 1977, p. 5-41!

Height

Feet Meters

> 10 >3 10G

4-10High 1.2-3

>3>10 75

0-1. 2 50

<3 50Low

*Includes the drift accreted by the groias as well as that
portion diverted offshore or otherwise prevented from
reaching downdrift shores.

Length-Depth of
Extensions

Below MLLW

Perceat of Total

Longshore Traasport
Interrupted*
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groins to capacity, so that the littoral drift is not trapped for this

purpose. The fill is usually placed most economica].ly in a continuous

operation. All groins should be constructed simultaneously so that the

final fill may be deposited as soon as possible.

When artificial nourishment is not used, the natural processes must

fill the groins. Each groin can commence filling only when its updrift

neighbor is filled to capacity. Filling of the entire field can take so

long that severe downshore erosion is caused. To avoid this problem,

groins should be constructed one at a time, beginning with the groin at

the downdrift end. Only when this groin is full and. the shoreline has

stabile.ized can the next updrift groin be built. This construction

sequence reduces damages and also provides field verification of design

spacing  CERC, 1977!.

~Ali ~~ent. The orientation of groins relative to the coastline has
'I

been the subject of some study. If the depth to which the groin must

reach was the only determining factor in groin design, a savings in cost

could be realized by the sole use of groins normal to the shoreline.

However, alignment specifications are also contingent on the angle of

wave incidence. It has been proposed that when the angle of wave

approach is constant, groins aligned slightly updrift from the

perpendicular have an increased impounding capacity  Balsillie and Berg,

1972!. When the shore alignment will change considerably after

construction, the groins can be placed such that they will be normal to

the anticipated shoreline rather than the existing beach  CERC, 1977!.

In regions with variable wave conditions, construction normal to the

coast is advised  Balsillie and Berg, 1972!.
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Although the majority of groins are linear in plan, variations have

been introduced at numerous Installations, Special configurations

include curved., angled, 2-, L- and T- gzoins  Figure 3.36!. Most of

these alterations are devised in an attempt to mitigate downshore

recession. While certain of these features do effect some accretion on

the immediate downdrift side, erosion of the beach further downdrift is

often unchanged. Structures with usual geometries may also be subject

to increased scour and are generally more costly to erect than straight

groins  CERC, 1977!. Because of the many variables Involved and the

somewhat limited data base, it is difficult to predict accurately the

effect, of these devices on the coastal zone.

Structural Variations

The basic layout of a groin is defined through quantification of

its geometrIcal components. The structure is further described by I.ts

characteristics of permeability and adjustability, dealt with in the

following paragzaphs. Finally, a groin is individualized by the choice

of construction materials. In many cases, the selection of economical,

available materials is made prior to or concurzent with other design

decisions, thereby governing the resulting design. In all cases,

consideration of feasible materials and fabrication methods must be an

integral part of the design phase. The various materials used in groin

constzucti.on are surveyed in Chapter 4.

overtopping by littoral drI.ft and a short groin allows sediment to

circumvent its seaward end, a permeable groin permits deposition in its

lee. Permeability, in the form of apertures in the structure, enables



Figure 3.36 Groin Plan Forms  after Bord,kawa, 1978, p. 330!
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the transmission of wave energy and appreciable drift through the groin.

The flaw of material alongshore, then, is reasonably continuous despite

the presence of the groin and the threat of downshore recession is

minimized. Nearshore topography is altered less radically. The sharp

transition, or scalloping, which is likely to occur otherwise in the

immediate vicinity of the groin is also lessened.

The present state of knowledge is insufficient to present rules

regarding the design of permeable groins, although study in this area is

ongoing. Most investigators recommend that these structures be used

only in groin fields and not as individual grains. Further, the

advantages of permeable grains can usually be duplicated by

appropriately planned low, impermeable groins  Balsillie and Berg,

1972!.

has been tested to a limited extent, in Florida and England. Grains of

this type may be heightened as beach accretion progresses or lowered if

it becomes necessary to bypass sediment to downdrift areas. Proponents

of this plan emphasize that groin height can be reevaluated and altered

whenever necessary, in accordance with the actual modification and

development of the coast. Also, as adjustable groins can be maintained

at 1 or 2 ft �.3 to 0.6 m! above the beach level, they present less of

a barrier to beach traffic and recreational activities than do permanent

structures, which often segment the backshore region  Brunn and Manohar,

1963!.

Many systems of adjustable grains have been built on the lover east

coast and gulf coast of Florida. One such field, constructed at Madeira

Beach in 19S7, comprises 37 groins spaced at 300 ft  91 m! intervals.
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Each 210 ft �4 m! long groin consists of 21 king piles on 10 ft � m!

centers. Concrete barri.er slabs, 18 inches �.4 m! in width, fi.t into 4

inch �01 mm! slots in the piles. This typical adjustable groin

configuration is shown in Figure 3.37. The design specifications

provided that no more than one slab width above the beach be added at

any time. This procedure has been fo11owed, and the system. has

functi.oned reasonably well  Eldred, 1976!.

Underscour of the slabs may necessitate rearrangement and lowering

of the boards. The top slabs must be held stationary by locks or wedges

 Brunn and Manohar, 1963!. The major problem with the system is that

movement of the king piles renders impossible any subsequent adjustment

or addi.tion of slabs. A secondary cause of failure is deterioration of

the panels themselves  Jones, 1980!.

3. 5 SU19GGLY

Breakwaters, jetties and groins are process alteration structures.

They are similar in that they all impede the flow of littoral drift and

attenuate wave energy. The precise purpose and the degree to which they

upset the natural equilibrium of shore processes is different for each

structure. Functional desi.gn characteristics are combined in each case

to devise a structure unique to the purpose and site under

consideration.

Bottom-resting breakwaters can provide shore or harbor protection,

or both. They are most effective in providing an area of calm water on

their leeward sides. Accretion of 1ittoral materia1 in the "wave

shadow" is a secondary res~it. Breakwaters can be shore-connected or

offshore structures depending on the objectives of the project.
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Structural type also influences the mechanisms of breakwater operation.

Siting is a complex design process, facilitated by diffraction and

refraction analyses. Length, offshore distance, height and alignment

must be properly specified in this phase to optimize breakwater

functional design.

Ploating breakwaters, for harbor protection purposes, belong to the

same functional group as bottom-supported breakwaters. However, they

are operationally and structurally quite different from the conventional

structures. Floating breakwaters can attenuate waves by a number of

mechanisms; the precise combination of these depends on the structural

behavior, i.e., whether rigid or flexible. Many floating breakwater

designs have been proposed, but most are economically impractical. The

Goodyear floating tire breakwater  FTB! is a noteworthy exception which

has proved to be a feasible means of shore protection. Salient FTB

design characteristics are presented in Section 3.2.

Jetties protect inlet entrances from shoaling and migrating and

attenuate excessive wave action. Navigation requirements and the

hydraulic stability of the channel are prime determinants of entrance

jetty layout. Functional components of jetty siting include length,

height, alignment, spacing and permeability. Jetty construction and

operation can totally destroy the natural balance of' littoral and inlet

processes and initiate severe downdrift erosion. Sand transfer systems

are installed to abate damaging effects and must be included in jetty

project planning.

Groins are intended to protect or stabilize shorelines. These are

the most unpopular of the shore protection structures as their use has

in many cases caused major downdrift erosion. Their operation is
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understood conceptually, but quantitative design rules are lacking.

Groin length, height and spacing must be carefully devised, using the

recommendations presented in Section 3.4, to minimize negative impacts.

When groin construction is not clearly a viable protection mode, the

prospect should be reevaluated and redesigned, or abandoned.


